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Regulating Unfair Trading Practices:
Economic impact on farmers,

processors, retailers and consumers



Regulating Unfair Trading Practices

• Calls to modify the Commission's proposal raise
two main issues
• The legal basis and objective are about small farmers

• Focus on SME suppliers trading food with non-SME buyers
• Avoid weakening the Directive and avoid unnecessary

negative consequences
• Protect win-win situations for farmers

• Well-identified, precise "black list" of practices that are
blatantly problematic

• Allow ex-ante practices that create benefits for farmers



The food supply chain and UTPs

• The food supply chain consists of vertically-
related operators at different levels
• Farmers, processors, retailers, consumers, etc.
• Farmers often constitute the weakest link

• Subject to UTPs from direct trading partners (e.g.
processors, retailers)

• Potentially affected indirectly by UTPs on other firms
in the chain if and when UTP-induced costs are
passed on to farmers by other victims



Who should be protected?
• Inefficient practices resulting from imbalance in bargaining power

are able to affect the weakest link: farmers
• Proposed Directive aims at ensuring fair standard of living for

farmers based on CAP legal basis (Art. 43 TFEU)
• Not aimed at regulating trading practices between large suppliers

and large buyers
• No power imbalance – risk of leveraging new rules to the benefit of

large suppliers
• Already large margins for large suppliers, and sufficient resources

to negotiate
• Typically, when giving more negotiating power to large suppliers

– Farmers do not benefit
– Consumers pay more



The notion of fairness

• Difficult to agree on a general definition of fairness in
business-to-business relationships
• General definition of fairness or UTPs entails large risks

of distortion / divergence in application which would be
ineffective for farmers; e.g.

• What is perceived as good commercial conduct may change
over the years

• Risk transfer may be fair in some cases, unfair in others
• Commission's proposal aims at setting clear boundaries

in B2B transactions:
• Prohibiting blatantly bad and inefficient practices
• Easily enforceable in all Member States
• Ensuring EU level-playing field



Which practices should we regulate?
• Focus on blatantly bad and inefficient practices

• Outright ban – "black list"
• But not preventing win-win situations

• Possible efficiencies if agreed upfront – "grey list"
• Avoid relying on complex analysis to determine what is

allowed or not
– Economic dependence too complex / uncertain, and can hardly

be used by small farmers with limited resources
• Some flexibility needed to agree between farmer and

retailer, for example, on new fruit/dairy product:
– Promotion, unsold products, etc.
– If no agreement, the retailer may well choose not to sell the

product at all, making the situation much worse for farmers!



What we should not regulate?

• In a free market economy, fairness does not equal price
regulation
• UTP regulation not built to determine sharing of profits in the

food supply chain
• What is a fair price? Depends on perspective

• Prohibition to set retail prices below cost not within the
scope
• UTPs regulate B2B relationships – not price regulation
• Not part of Commission's impact assessment
• Risk to raise prices to consumers and to decrease market

quantity (and farmers' sales). Example: Loi Galland (FR)



Conclusion

• Commission's proposal targets UTPs to protect small
farmers and remains balanced, applicable, and its impact
has been assessed
• The legal basis and objective are about farmers

• Focus on SME suppliers trading with non-SME buyers
• Not protecting margins of large manufacturers

• Protect win-win situations for small farmers
• Well-identified, precise "black list" of prohibited practices
• Allow ex-ante practices that create benefits for farmers

(including market access)


